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1. Introduction

The structural intricacy and unmatched functions of molecules
found in nature has inspired many researchers around the
globe. To unravel the mystery behind the meticulous execution
of the duties of biomacromolecules, scientists may investigate
natural systems directly or use mimetic models.[1–6] Foldamers
are one such mimetic model. The well-defined architectures
(often helically folded), relative ease of synthesis, and con-
trolled dynamics of foldamers have attracted the attention of
many research groups.[7–10] This emerging and exciting area
has witnessed remarkable growth in terms of tuning the shape
and diameter of helical structures, chirality induction, encapsu-
lation of small molecules, and the development of therapeuti-
cally significant entities.[11, 12] To design a functional foldamer,
a compact molecular structure is an important prerequisite. Al-
though research concerning structural aspects of small foldam-
ers is advanced, the design of artificial protein-like objects with
tailored functions, such as drug-delivery agents or enzyme-like
catalysts, is a long-standing goal.[7–15] Because foldamers are
potential mimetics of protein structure, enzyme-like functions,
namely, remarkable substrate selectivity, rate enhancements,
and regioselectivity through supramolecular interactions, are
anticipated in the coming years.[16–20] To prompt enzyme-like
behavior, two strategies may be envisaged: 1) to craft an
enzyme-like environment in a host designed to bind the sub-

strate; and 2) to create a distinctive environment on the sub-
strate itself such that it triggers an intramolecular reaction
without applying any host.[12, 16–21] A great deal of research has
been focused on the former approach; nevertheless, the latter
strategy is simpler and seems to be promising because it does
not require any host or protecting groups for selectivity and

We carried out a detailed computational investigation of an
earlier experimentally observed, unusual, regioselective, elec-
trophilic halogenation in helically folded quinoline oligoa-
mides. In the experimental studies, halogenation occurred se-
lectively at a given monomer of a foldamer substituted with
electron-withdrawing groups at the N terminus, although ap-
parently identical reactive sites were available to react with the
incoming electrophile. On the other hand, the selectivity was
lost with weakly electron-donating groups. To gain an insight
into the regioselective preference of bromination in quinoline
foldamers, conceptual DFT was used to calculate the local nu-
cleophilicity index of various foldamers of different sizes and
with different substituents, and it was found that the predicted
reaction centers were in line with the experimental results.
Frontier molecular orbital analysis was used to understand this

behavior. A detailed study of the hypothetical linear conforma-
tion of the tetramer for comparison with the folded conforma-
tion was carried out. In the case of a linear conformer, the
HOMO is localized on specific monomers irrespective of substi-
tution, but upon folding delocalization is observed, which is
larger for the weakly electron-donating groups when com-
pared with the electron-withdrawing groups. In the case of
strongly donating groups there is no delocalization, even upon
folding. The behavior remains the same when the size of the
helix is increased (octamer). Thus, it is clearly seen in this work
that the combined effects of conformations and substituents
dictate the regioselectivity in the folded oligoamides; this
knowledge will have a profound effect on the field of foldamer
chemistry.
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specificity.[22, 23] Indeed, avoiding using a host and/or protecting
groups is one of the greener approaches in organic synthesis
and important contributions in this area have been published
recently.[24] For example, Guthrie and Tovar have reported re-
gioselective reactions on a crowded aromatic system with mu-
tually reactive sites, in which the conformation itself acts as
a protecting group.[25] They further meticulously highlighted
how the conformation impacted on p conjugation, and thus,
the electronic properties, and its significance for the construc-
tion of complex molecules without the aid of protecting
groups.[26] It is an elegant strategy in which a molecule may
itself attain a conformation, either by imposing steric factors or
by folding, that offers desired reaction selectivity instead of
making use of protecting groups and catalysis to elicit selectiv-
ity.[16–22, 27]

In a recent report, we described the serendipitous discovery
of unusually regioselective and enhanced electrophilic substi-
tution reactions (ESRs) in helically folded oligoamides
(Schemes 1 and 2) of 8-amino 2-quinolinecarboxylic acid (Q).[28]

The folded oligomer possesses seemingly identical reaction

sites on each monomer. Yet, selective bromination or chlorina-
tion occurs at a particular site on the folded structure under
optimal conditions.[28] Specifically, oligomers with three or
more quinoline units and a terminal �NO2 substituent in posi-
tion 8 of the first quinoline unit undergo selective bromination
on the third ring (Q3) from the N terminus. For example, O2N�
QQQQ�OMe (= O2N�Q4�OMe) may be converted quantitative-
ly on a multigram scale into O2N�QQXQ�OMe (Figure 1 a).
Even with a change in electron-withdrawing groups, for exam-
ple, �NO2 substituted for a �CN group, the selectivity is re-
tained (Figure 1 b). On the contrary, for Ac�QQQQ�OMe one
sees a mixture of brominated products (Figure 1 c). In addition,
reaction rates were considerably faster in the longer, helically
folded sequences than those in a simple flat di- or trimer, de-
spite steric hindrance, which is greater in longer oligomers, as
expected (Figure 1 d).[28]

Very few reports in the literature have dealt with rate accel-
eration or selective transformations within folded oligo-
mers.[16–18, 21–23, 28–32] Moore and Heemstra reported the en-
hanced N-methylation of a pyridine nitrogen atom in m-phe-
nyleneethylenes.[29] Huc and co-workers described the regiose-
lective, enhanced N-oxidation of the terminal pyridine rings of
helical pyridinecarboxamide oligomers.[30] Chen and co-workers
reported the folding-induced selective hydrogenation of 9,10-

anthraquinone within a helical oligomer.[31] Regioselectivity, in
the above cases,[29–31] is a consequence of exposing a specific
site to reagents and steric hindrance about other sites in the
folded structure. However, in the case of the enhanced electro-
philic substitution of quinoline oligoamides, regioselectivity
occurs despite all potential reactive sites being comparably ex-
posed to reagents.[28] An understanding of this unusual regio-
selective behavior (here direct mesomeric effects can be ruled
out) is of interest because this would enhance our knowledge
of reactivity in foldamers, which is of utmost importance. Thus,
in this study, we make use of computational methods such as
conceptual DFT and frontier molecular orbitals (FMOs) to ex-
plain this behavior.

Conceptual DFT has emerged as a strong tool to not only
understand but also to predict regioselective reactions.[33–39] It
has been applied with success in many earlier studies.[33–47]

Hence, this was also our method of choice for this work. We
carried out a detailed computational investigation into foldam-
ers with various substitutions and sizes (Scheme 2). We then
applied conceptual DFT to obtain the local nucleophilic index
(LNI). The obtained LNI is in line with the experimental results,
indicating that it can also be used to predict reactions in these
molecules. FMO analysis clearly shows that localization and de-
localization of the orbitals are influenced by folding and sub-
stituents.

Scheme 1. Halogenation of quinoline oligoamides.[28] Reagents and condi-
tions: a) SOCl2, reflux, 30 min (X = Cl) ; b) N-bromosuccinimide, CDCl3, 40 8C
(X = Br). Abbreviated names, O2N�, NC�, and so forth (in text) replace the
terminal NH group.

Figure 1. Folded quinoline oligoamides with different substituents. Arrows
indicate sites of halogenation.[28]

Scheme 2. List of quinoline oligoamides for which the LNI is calculated in
this study.
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Computational Methods

All of the calculations were carried out by using DFT methods im-
plemented in the Gaussian 09 software.[48] All of the energy-mini-
mized geometries in this study were obtained by using the hybrid
density functional B3LYP at the default integration grid and MO6-
2X/6-31G(d, p) basis set, as implemented in Gaussian 09. The theo-
retical singlet equilibrium structures were obtained when the maxi-
mum internal forces acting on all of the atoms and stresses were
less than 4.5 � 10�4 eV ��1 and 1.01 � 10�3 kbar, respectively. The
minima for the molecules up to the tetramer were confirmed by vi-
brational analysis.

The LNI values (N�k ) based on conceptual DFT indicated the intra-
molecular reactivity sequence or site selectivity in an individual
chemical system, that is, they were relatively good descriptors for
predicting regioselectivity within the molecule.[33–47] The LNI could
be obtained from Fukui function indices and global nucleophilicity
indices by using the relationship given in Equation (1):

N�k ¼ N* f�k ð1Þ

in which N is the global nucleophilicity index and f�k is the Fukui
function for electrophilic attack on a specific site. LNI is an absolute
scale that exclusively relies on the electronic characteristics of the
nucleophile, and hence, is not dependent on the electrophilic part-
ner. The Fukui function can be condensed to atoms by using elec-
tronic population analyses. Atomic populations were obtained by
the natural population analysis (NPA) method implemented in
Gaussian 09 software. The three-dimensional Fukui function is usu-
ally approximated by using a finite difference methodology. For
LNI, the Fukui function given in Equation (2) was utilized:

f�k ¼ 1NðkÞ�1N�1ðkÞ ð2Þ

in which 1N(k) is the NPA charge at atom k of a neutral mole-
cule and 1N�1(k) is the NPA charge at atom k of the cation mol-
ecule.

The global nucleophilic reactivity descriptor (N) can be calculated
from Equation (3):[45]

N ¼ 1
w�

w� ¼ ð3I þ AÞ2
16ðI � AÞ

ð3Þ

in which I=EHOMO = ionization potential (IP) and A = ELUMO = elec-
tron affinity (EA). The reactivity indexes were computed from the
B3LYP/6-311G(d, p) and MO62X/6-31G(d, p) basis sets and HOMO
and LUMO energies were computed at the ground state of the
molecules. Although there are other methods to quantify LNI, this
method seems to be better able to distinguish between regioselec-
tive sites.[42]

Energies and selected MOs were generated by using Gaussian 09
software.

2. Results and Discussions

2.1. Structure and Geometry Optimization

Foldamers of quinoline oligoamides are known to take up two
types of helical structures, P and M helices, in solution and the

solid state (Figure 2) for a trimer as an example).[15] Because P
and M helices are enantiomers, to maintain clarity, and also for
computational convenience, we carried out the studies report-
ed herein only for P-helix foldamers (see Table S1 in the Sup-
porting Information for more details). All of the molecules in-
vestigated in this study, for which experimental data (ESR)[28]

are available, are shown in Scheme 2. For optimization, starting
geometries of the nitro di-, tri-, and tetramers were taken from
the crystal data[28] from which bromine atoms were removed
and replaced with hydrogen atoms. For molecules with �CN
(NC�Q4�OMe) and �NHAc (Ac�Q4�OMe) groups, we replaced
the terminal �NO2 by these groups and reoptimized the struc-
tures. Isobutoxy side chains in the crystal structures were
modified to methoxy groups for simplification of the structure
and in view of the computational cost. Energy minimization
was carried out at the B3LYP/6-311G(d, p) and MO6-2X/6-
31G(d, p) levels for all oligoamides, except for the nitro octa-
mer (O2N�Q8�OMe). The structure of the latter was extracted
from the crystal structure of the monobrominated nitro octa-
mer (O2N�QQXQ5�OMe) by replacing the bromine atom with
hydrogen and performing the optimization at the B3LYP/3-21G
level only (for these larger oligoamides, convergence was ach-
ieved with the MO6-2X/3-21G basis set only upon applying
“loose” convergence criteria, and hence, it was not used for
further evaluation of the properties). To compare the proper-
ties of this octamer with smaller foldamers, additional single-
point calculations were carried out at the B3LYP/6-311G(d, p)
level (represented as B3LYP/6-311G(d, p)//B3LYP/3-21G). To
confirm minima obtained from geometry optimization of crys-
tal structures, several other possible conformers were built and
minimized at the same level of theory. Details of the conforma-
tions and their corresponding energy differences are provided
in the Supporting Information (Schemes S1–S3 and Tables S2–
S4). We observed that there were several low-energy isomers,
but the lowest energy conformers obtained from these com-
putations were similar to the crystal structures. Overlays of
minimum-energy conformers of the oligoamides obtained with
the B3LYP/6-311G(d, p) and MO6-2X/6-31G(d, p) basis sets and

Figure 2. Crystal structures of M and P helices (enantiomers) of O2N�QQX�
OMe (isobutoxy side chains and hydrogen atoms are omitted for clarity).
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X-ray structures of the brominated derivatives had a close geo-
metrical resemblance (Figure 3 and Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information).[49, 50] The quinoline dimer, O2N�Q2�OMe, has
a crescent shape with a nearly planar structure (Figure 3 a). The
helical conformation for the foldamers starts with the trimer,
O2N�Q3�OMe. Because we do not have the crystal structure of
non-brominated molecules, a direct comparison of the calcu-
lated geometrical parameters and the experimental data is not
possible. Nevertheless, to understand the effect of substitu-
tions, we have tabulated the most important calculated geo-
metrical parameters in the Supporting Information (Table S5)
and also presented pictures of overlays of various substituted
tetramers (Figure S2). We conclude from this section that elec-
tronic effects associated with bromine substituents or terminal
groups have little influence on the geometry of the helix ; the
minor observed changes might be attributed to steric effects.

2.2. Electronic Effects on Bromination

For electrophilic bromination reactions, when electronic effects
are dominant, the formation of a bromonium ion intermediate
is expected at the C5 position of Q. To verify this, we consid-
ered the nitro trimer (O2N�Q3�OMe) as an example and calcu-
lated the stability of potential bromonium ion intermediates
with relative internal energies and free energies, including sol-
vent effects. Indeed, it is known that the solvent polarity exerts
an important influence on the structure: to explicitly take into
account solvent polarity effects, we have adopted a self-consis-
tent reaction field (SCRF) approach with sequential molecular
dynamics (SMD),[51] as implemented in Gaussian 09. Theoreti-
cally, there are four free positions in each quinoline ring (C3,
C5, C6, and C7) for bromination (Scheme 1). Quinoline–bromo-
nium ion intermediates with bromine in all possible positions
(Figure 4) were modeled and their relative stabilities computed
at the B3LYP/6-31G(d, p) and MO6-2X/6-31G(d, p) level of
theory; results are presented in Table 1. Approaches from

above and below give rise to diastereomeric intermediate con-
formers that are unlikely to be identical (Figure 4). The relative
energies clearly indicate that the C5 position, as expected, is
lower in energy than the other sites both in the gas phase and
in solvent. Among the three C5 positions of the quinoline
trimer, Q3�C5 is the lowest in energy and is the preferred site
of reaction over the Q2�C5 position (the Q1�C5 position is not
favorable due to the strong electron-withdrawing nitro group).
These calculations indeed show that electronic effects are
dominant and the results are in agreement with the experi-
mental observation that Q3�C5 is selectively brominated in
this trimer.

2.3. Local Nucleophilic Indices

The Fukui function model (LNI) was applied;[40–47] this quanti-
fies the local nucleophilicity of the reaction sites. Moreover, it
is a well-validated model for various properties, starting from
simple organic reactions to enzyme catalysis through to toxici-
ty studies.[33–47] The LNI calculated by the conceptual DFT
method for the trimer is in agreement with the results of the
bromonium ion intermediate, indicating that this model can
be applied to such reactions. To probe the regioselectivity in
higher oligoamides further, only the conceptual DFT method
was applied.

For each oligomer, LNI values were calculated at the B3LYP/
6-311G(d, p) level of theory for only the C5 atom of each quin-
oline ring (Schemes 1 and 2) because it is the site of bromina-
tion.[28] We found that LNI values (Table 2) were very good de-
scriptors for predicting the most reactive sites of aromatic
nuclei towards electrophilic attack. The calculated LNIs for
O2N�Q2�OMe (Table 2, entry 1) indicate that the Q2 ring (num-
bering is given from the N to C terminus) should be more reac-
tive than the Q1 ring (LNI of 0.252 compared with 0.022). The
presence of the 8-nitro group on the Q1 ring is the main cause
of its low reactivity. The LNI values for O2N�Q3�OMe (Table 2,
entry 2) are 0.019, 0.116, and 0.194 at the first, second, and
third Q rings, respectively, indicating the more nucleophilic
nature of the Q3 ring followed by the Q2 ring. This result pre-
dicts the experimentally observed regioselective ESR at Q3, al-
though Q2 is probably less hindered. In the case of O2N�Q4�

Figure 3. Overlaid geometries of a) O2N�Q2�OMe, b) O2N�Q3�OMe, c) O2N�
Q4�OMe, and d) O2N�Q8�OMe derived from X-ray crystal structures (dark
gray) and energy-minimized structures (light gray) calculated with B3LYP/6-
311G(d, p) (a–c) and B3LYP/3-21G basis sets (d). Bromine atoms and isobu-
toxy side chains from the crystal structures have been replaced (see text).

Figure 4. Attack by a bromine cation from below (a) or above (b) to form
a trimer–bromonium ion intermediate. The dark gray ball indicates the bro-
mine atom.
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OMe (Table 2, entry 3), computed LNI values are 0.016, 0.088,
0.393, 0.096 for rings Q1–Q4, respectively. The Q3 ring again
possesses a higher LNI than that of the other rings, consistent
with experimental evidence, showing that ESR occurs preferen-
tially at that position. Consistent results were also observed for
O2N�Q8�OMe (Table 2, entry 4). Computed LNI values reveal
that the Q3 ring is the most nucleophilic (LNI = 0.086) when
compared with the remaining seven quinoline rings of this oli-
goamide.

Thus, computed LNI values provide a preliminary insight
into how the nucleophilic character is distributed over various
sites of the lowest energy conformers (crescent/folded) of
quinoline oligoamides of various lengths with the same N- and
C-terminal functional groups. It should be noted that LNI

values only provide a qualitative
estimate of the relative reactivity
at various sites of a given mole-
cule. Variations in the LNI cannot
be directly transcribed to a quan-
titative assessment of relative re-
action rates. Furthermore, LNI
values of different molecules
cannot be subjected to a direct
comparison.[39] Thus, the results
shown in Table 2 do not provide
information about the relative
ESR rates of the various oligo-
mers.

The experimentally observed
effects of varying the substituent
at the N terminus were also vali-
dated by calculating LNI values
(Table 2). When the terminal �
NO2 group is replaced with �CN,
as in NC�Q4�OMe (Table 2,
entry 5), LNI values indicate that
the Q3 ring should again be the

most reactive site (LNI = 0.174), as observed in the experi-
ments. Both the �CN and �NO2 groups are electron withdraw-
ing in nature and allow the same regioselectivity despite their
structural differences. On the contrary, when �NHAc is intro-
duced instead of �NO2 (Ac�Q4�OMe, Table 2, entry 6), all quin-
oline rings have similar LNI values: 0.105, 0.102, 0.114, 0.091
from ring Q1 to ring Q4, respectively. LNI values predict poorly
selective ESRs on this compound and experiments indeed re-
vealed that a complex mixture of products was generated.[28]

LNI values were also calculated with the MO6-2X/6-31G(d, p)
basis set for validation of the data (Table 2). The results indi-
cate similar trends to those found at the B3LYP/6-311G(d, p)
level of theory.

Table 1. Relative stabilities of reaction intermediates (quinoline trimer–bromonium ion) calculated with the B3LYP/6-31G(d, p) basis set. Results with the
MO6-2X/6-31G(d, p) basis set are presented in parentheses.

Position Gas phase In CH2Cl2
[a]

(attack from above) (attack from below) (attack from above) (attack from below)
DE[b] DG[b] DE[b] DG[b] DE[b] DE[b]

Q1�C7 39.9 (48.5) 38.5 (48.5) NA (NA) NA (NA) 39.9 (47.3) NA (NA)
Q1�C6 32.2 (37.0) 31.6 (36.6) 30.4 (36.8) 29.8 (37.1) 27.4 (32.5) 27.0 (29.5)
Q1�C5 34.8 (40.8) 35.3 (41.4) 34.8 (44.6) 33.6 (44.9) 34.7 (38.6) 34.4 (42.7)
Q1�C3 22.8 (22.2) 24.1 (24.0) 25.8 (31.9) 24.9 (32.2) 19.1 (18.2) 19.2 (24.1)
Q2�C7 10.9 (14.3) 12.8 (14.5) 10.9 (11.4) 11.2 (12.7) 10.0 (12.4) 7.9 (10.2)
Q2�C6 20.6 (28.5) 19.4 (27.6) 21.1 (28.8) 19.8 (28.8) 17.0 (23.3) 17.5 (23.5)
Q2�C5 7.08 (8.3) 6.6 (9.3) 6.7 (8.1) 6.6 (9.2) 2.6 (5.2) 2.3 (4.9)
Q2�C3 16.2 (20.2) 15.2 (20.4) 15.7 (20.4) 14.9 (19.6) 12.7 (16.2) 12.5 (16.2)
Q3�C7 5.5 (5.2) 5.5 (5.9) 6.2 (8.1) 6.5 (8.6) 6.7 (6.6) 7.3 (8.7)
Q3�C6 NA (NA) NA (NA) NA (28.1) NA (27.17) NA (NA) NA (23.5)
Q3�C5 0.2 (1.6) 0 (2.5) 0(0) 0.49 (0) 0.5 (1.9) 0 (0)
Q3�C3 12.9 (18.1) 13.5 (17.6) 14.6 (18.8) 14.5 (18.7) 13.5 (17.2) 12.5 (15.5)

[a] Single-point energy calculations performed for the reaction intermediate in CH2Cl2 (more details are given in the text). NA: results were not obtained
due to convergence problems. [b] Relative energy in kcal mol�1 with respect to Q3�C5.

Table 2. Theoretically predicted LNI of various quinoline oligoamides obtained with the B3LYP/6-311G(d, p)
basis set. Results for the MO62X/6-31G(d, p) basis set are given in parentheses.[a]

Entry Oligomer[b] Conformer Q1�C5 Q2�C5 Q3�C5 Q4�C5 Q5�
C5

Q6�
C5

Q7�
C5

Q8�
C5

1 O2N�Q2�
OMe

crescent 0.022
(0.076)

0.252
(0.365)

– – – – – –

2 O2N�Q3�
OMe

folded 0.019
(0.017)

0.116
(0.038)

0.194
(0.249)

– – – – –

3 O2N�Q4�
OMe

folded 0.016
(0.029)

0.088
(0.020)

0.393
(0.166)

0.096
(0.058)

– – – –

4 O2N�Q8�
OMe[c]

folded 0.012 0.047 0.086 0.056 0.051 0.039 0.054 0.039

5 NC�Q4�
OMe

folded 0.017
(0.019)

0.098
(0.014)

0.174
(0.296)

0.100
(0.049)

– – – –

6 Ac�Q4�
OMe

folded 0.105
(0.138)

0.102
(0.024)

0.114
(0.141)

0.091
(0.095)

– – – –

7 NC�Q2�
OMe

crescent 0.009
(0.032)

0.296
(0.266)

– – – – – –

8 Ac�Q2�
OMe

crescent 0.166
(0.177)

0.17
(0.190)

– – – – – –

[a] Numbers in italic indicate the preferred reaction site. [b] Abbreviated names, O2N�, NC�, and so forth re-
place the terminal NH group. [c] Geometry optimization at the B3LYP/3-21G level and LNI calculated at the
B3LYP/6-311G(d, p) level.
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The mechanism through
which the effects of the elec-
tron-withdrawing groups are re-
sponsible for a high regioselec-
tivity is unclear. The N-terminal
substituent is remote from the
favored reaction site on the Q3
ring through bonds, but it is
close in space.[28] The fact that
LNIs corroborate experimental
results suggests that the effect
of the terminal substituent oper-
ates in the ground state and the
unusual regioselectivity may be
due to electronic effects modi-
fied through folding and not
due to steric effects.

2.4. MO Analysis

In an attempt to further increase
our understanding of the struc-
tural principles and substitution
effects that determine regioselectivity in helical oligoamides,
MOs of the two tetramers with an N-terminal electron-with-
drawing group (O2N�Q4�OMe) and a weak electron-donating
group (Ac�Q4�OMe) were generated. To understand the role
of folding, only two additional hypothetical conformations
were considered, although various conformers exist theoreti-
cally. These are the two geometrically distinct conformers,
namely, linear and misfolded (Figure 5). Linear conformers
were built by rotating all three aryl–carboxamide bonds by
1808, while keeping all amide bonds in a trans conformation
and all amide protons hydrogen bonded to the nitrogen
atoms of the quinoline ring to which they belong. It has to be
kept in mind that this only represents a completely unwound
helix and it does not have to be
the lowest energy linear confor-
mation. Misfolded conformers
were constructed by simply ro-
tating the aryl–carboxamide
bond of Q1 ring by 1808. The
geometries of all of these con-
formers were optimized at the
B3LYP/6-311G(d, p) level of
theory. Based on the electronic
energy differences, it was found,
in general, that the folded con-
former was the most stable one,
followed by the misfolded con-
former, and then the linear con-
former (Table 3). The optimized
geometries of the linear and
misfolded conformers are given
in the Supporting Information.

MOs of the molecules
(HOMO�1 to LUMO) were gen-

erated at the B3LYP/6-311G(d, p) level of theory and are shown
in Figures 6 to 9, while the other MOs are shown in the Sup-
porting Information (Figures S3–S12). MO analysis shows that,
in the hypothetical linear conformation of O2N�Q4�OMe, the
HOMO is localized on the Q2 ring; HOMO�1 is on the Q3 ring
(Figure 6). On the other hand, the LUMO is localized on the Q4
ring with slight delocalization and the LUMO + 1 is largely de-
localized on the entire molecule. Upon folding, the electron
density in the HOMO accumulates on the Q3 ring. Moreover,
the HOMO of the folded conformer of O2N�Q4�OMe
(�5.47 eV) is more destabilized compared with the linear con-
former (�5.80 eV). The LUMO on the other hand is now largely
localized on the first ring, while again in this case the LUMO +

Figure 5. Selected conformers of the oligoamides.

Table 3. Relative electronic energies, DE (with respect to the lowest energy conformation), and dipole mo-
ments, m, of selected conformers of various oligoamides obtained with the B3LYP/6-311G(d, p) basis set. Results
for the MO62X/6-31G(d, p) basis set are given in parentheses.

Oligoamide Folded Misfolded Linear
DE[a] m[b] DE[a] m[b] DE[a] m[b]

O2N�Q4�OMe 0.0 (0.0) 5.9 (4.7) 7.9 (6.8) 7.8 (8.0) 17.0 (40.5) 21.9 (22.5)
Ac�Q4�OMe 0.0 (0.0) 7.4 (6.2) 5.2 (6.6) 7.0 (9.2) 20.0 (41.3) 20.8 (20.9)
H2N�Q4�OMe 0.0 (0.0) 4.4 (4.1) 6.6 (7.8) 2.6 (2.3) 15.0 (40.0) 16.4 (16.8)
O2N�Q8�OMe[c] 0.0 6.4 – – 23.8 59.9
Ac�Q8�OMe[c] 0.0 5.99 – – 20.6 58.1

[a] In kcal mol�1. [b] In Debye. [c] Obtained at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p)//B3LYP/3-21G level.

Figure 6. FMOs of selected conformers of O2N�Q4�OMe obtained at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level. For convenience,
the O2N� group replaces the terminal NH group.
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1 is also delocalized. The LUMO
is also destabilized from
�2.57 eV in the linear molecule
to �2.46 eV in the folded one.
To confirm whether destabiliza-
tion was due to folding, the
FMO of the hypothetical misfold-
ed conformer was considered. It
was found that the HOMO
(�5.72 eV) was slightly destabi-
lized relative to the linear con-
former, but stabilized with re-
spect to the folded conformer. In
the misfolded conformation, the
HOMO is localized on the Q4
ring (Figure 6). Here, the LUMO
is also destabilized, but not as
much as that in the folded mole-
cule. LUMO and the LUMO +

1 are delocalized over the entire
molecule, unlike the occupied orbitals. Destabilization of the
orbitals presumably occurs due to the through-space interac-
tions between the NO2 group and the orbitals of the backbone
upon folding.

On the contrary, in the case of folded Ac�Q4�OMe, the
HOMO (�5.66 eV) is slightly stabilized compared with the
linear conformer (�5.54 eV) (Figure 7), while the HOMO of the
misfolded conformation has even greater stabilization
(�5.70 eV). Spreading of the electron density over the entire
backbone of Ac�Q4�OMe is observed in the HOMO and
HOMO�1 of the folded conformer, as opposed to the linear
conformer of Ac�Q4�OMe. Additionally, near degeneracy
(0.05 eV difference in energy) of HOMO and HOMO�1 in the
folded conformer is observed. The LUMO and LUMO + 1 in the
folded and misfolded case are delocalized, unlike the linear
one. This demonstrates a stronger effect of substituents on the
folded conformers over the other (unfolded) conformers.

To further investigate this observation, an oligoamide of the
same series containing a strong electron-donating group,
H2N�Q4�OMe (Figures S9–S12 in the Supporting Information),
was considered for similar calculations. As with Ac�Q4�OMe,
we observed increasing stability of the orbitals upon folding.
For example, in the linear conformation, the HOMO lies at
�5.01 eV, while for the folded and misfolded conformations
the HOMO energies are �5.19 and �5.23 eV, respectively. The
donating group reinforces the stabilization of the HOMO in the
folded conformer, which is then localized on the Q1 ring in all
the three cases. This clearly indicates that this would be the
site of electrophilic substitution.

We also analyzed the orbitals of the octamer, but only for
the folded and linear conformers of O2N�Q8�OMe (Figure 8)
and Ac�Q8�OMe (Figure 9) obtained at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,
p)//B3LYP/3-21G level. The behavior was similar to that of the
tetramers and the orbitals were of a similar nature. Significant
delocalization is observed in the case of the folded conforma-
tion with the weak donor (terminal AcNH�). Like in the tetra-
mer case, the HOMO�1 is almost degenerate and the orbitals

are stabilized. For �NO2, the orbitals are destabilized upon
folding and the delocalization is of a similar nature to that of
the tetramer case. The LUMO is largely delocalized on the
weak donor (terminal AcNH�). Moreover, there is a very good
correlation with smaller oligoamides, such as tetramers, and it
is presumed that the same trends would be reproduced even
with longer oligoamides.

In general, we observe that, in all linear conformers (where
mesomeric and inductive effects can play a direct role), there
is a slight delocalization of electron density in the LUMO, but
not in the HOMO. Upon folding, we notice delocalization in
the HOMO and HOMO�1 in the case of fully folded conform-
ers. This can be attributed to folding, which mixes up the orbi-
tals of the linear conformer due to stronger coupling of the or-
bitals of the backbone with each other. Even greater delocali-

Figure 7. FMOs of selected conformers of Ac�Q4�OMe obtained at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) level.

Figure 8. FMOs of selected conformers of O2N�Q8�OMe obtained at the
B3LYP/6-311 G(d, p)//B3LYP/3-21G level.
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zation is noted in the LUMOs upon folding for H2N�Q4�OMe
and Ac�Q4�OMe compared with O2N�Q4�OMe. Large LNI
values are obtained for those monomers in which the HOMO
is localized. Slightly smaller LNI values are obtained when the
HOMO�1 is localized. The larger contribution from the Q2, Q3,
and Q4 rings in Ac�Q4�OMe is due to the small energy gap
between the HOMO and HOMO�1. To predict the reactive
sites in the linear conformers, LNI values were calculated and
are presented in Table 4. The largest LNI is found on the Q2

ring of linear O2N�Q4�OMe (�0.164 eV), which is where the
HOMO (�5.8 eV) is localized. In case of the linear Ac�Q4�OMe,
a larger LNI is found on the Q1 ring (0.139), which is where the
HOMO is localized, followed by on the Q2 ring (0.102) where
the HOMO�1 is localized. Moreover, the difference in LNI be-
tween the highest (Q1 ring) and second highest (Q2 ring) is
0.037, which is smaller than that for O2N�Q4�OMe (a difference
of 0.082 between Q1, Q3, and Q4). The energy difference be-
tween the HOMO (5.54 eV) and HOMO�1 (5.81 eV) of linear
Ac�Q4�OMe is about 0.27 eV and this large gap reduces the
effect of HOMO�1 relative to that of the folded conformer. In

summary, folding changes the orbital energy levels and cou-
pling of the substituents with orbitals of the backbone. The
latter effect is presumably due to through-space interactions,
but, interestingly, it is dependent on the nature of the N-termi-
nal substituent. In the case of electron-withdrawing groups,
the orbitals destabilize upon folding, whereas the opposite is
true with electron-donating groups.

3. Conclusions

Our computational study demonstrated important electronic
effects associated with the folding of an oligomer through
noncovalent interactions. Quinoline oligoamides are prone to
fold into helical conformations and the energy difference be-
tween the helical and linear conformers is high. Thus, it seems
that there is less scope for the existence of other conformers.
Calculations confirmed the experimentally observed regioselec-
tivity of these helical oligomers towards aromatic electrophilic
substitutions and also the important influence of substituents
at the N terminus on this regioselectivity. We have applied, for
the first time, the conceptual DFT (LNI) method to study helical
oligoamide foldamers. The calculated results exhibited great
consistency with experimental results and showed the useful-
ness of the LNI model for folded architectures. MO analysis re-
vealed the role of both HOMO and HOMO�1. In the case of
the NO2-terminated foldamer (O2N�Q4�OMe), the energy gap
between HOMO�1 and HOMO was 0.3 eV. Hence, the LNI
value of the Q2 and Q4 rings of the folded tetramer in which
HOMO�1 is localized is small. On the other hand, in Ac�Q4�
OMe, the HOMO and HOMO�1 have an energy difference of
only 0.05 eV. The HOMO�1 orbitals are localized on the Q1,
Q3, and Q4 rings and the HOMO is localized on the Q1, Q2,
and Q3 rings. Hence, the LNI values of all of the monomers are
quite large. The present theoretical investigation gave promis-
ing insight into understanding folding-induced reactivity and
laid the foundations for engineering reactivity in synthetic
folded architectures, eventually paving the way to the long-
term goal of designing artificial enzymes. Furthermore, it high-
lights the relevance of a hand-in-hand approach for computa-
tional and experimental investigations to promote foldamer re-
search.[49, 50, 52–57] Although the present study dealt with unusual
regioselectivity in foldamers, future work will be dedicated to
investigating the reaction rates when the length of the oligo-
amide increases and also the effect of remote substituents on
the backbone.
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